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US$67bn
Latin American M&A value in
H1 2021, already surpassing the
full-year 2020 value (US$63.2bn)

US$50bn

7

Brazilian M&A announced in H1
2021, ahead of all annual values
since 2012 (US$52.4bn)

Number of deals worth at least
US$2bn announced in the
first half of this year
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37.4%

+43

Financial services (US$25.1bn)
share of M&A value, the most
active sector by value

Increase in number of tech deals
announced in Latin America in H1
2021 versus H1 2020, the most
active sector this year (75 deals)

US$9bn
PE buyout value in H1 2021,
60% higher than the full-year
2020 value (US$5.7bn)
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Sunnier economic prospects promise
much for LatAm dealmakers

“From our perspective, we’ve seen really
positive trends in terms of growth,” reports
Lina Giraldo, marketing and growth manager
for Latin America at iDeals Solutions Group.
“M&A activity is rising, and the number of IPOs
is especially impressive as well.”
International interest soars
International dealmakers appear undeterred by
the impact of the pandemic, investing record
amounts in Latin America over the first half of
the year.
A string of big-ticket deals carried out by
foreign investors propelled inbound deal value
to US$27.8bn – up more than fivefold from
mergermarket.com

US bidders were particularly active in the region,
exemplified by Univision Communication’s
US$4.8bn acquisition of Mexico-based Grupo
Televisa’s media, content and production assets.
The deal will see the two media firms merge
their entertainment assets to create a Spanishlanguage media company, with a footprint in
both the US and Mexico.
Brazilian tie-ups fuel domestic activity
Domestic activity also saw an extremely
formidable start to the year, with a total of
252 deals valued at US$39.2bn reaching both
the highest H1 value and volume for several
years. Tie-ups between Brazilian firms were
largely responsible for this trend – four of the
six largest deals of H1 involved both a Brazilian
buyer and seller.
The largest of these deals – and also of
H1 overall in Latin America – was Hapvida
Participacoes e Investimentos’ US$9.9bn
acquisition of rival Notre Dame Intermedica
Participacoes. The combination of the two
insurer and hospital operators will create the
country’s largest hospital chain.
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Deal count

Dealmaking confidence is increasing as this
outlook brightens. A total of 376 deals worth
US$66.9bn in aggregate were announced in
H1 2021, representing an increase of 133 deals
year-on-year. Meanwhile, with six months left
to go this year, that total deal value already
exceeds 2020’s annual sum.

the figures posted in H1 2020 and the highest
H1 value since 2014. Inbound deal volume
has also gained momentum following a lull in
2020, with the 124 such deals announced in H1
already accounting for 63% of 2020’s annual
inbound total.

Deal value (€bn)

Latin America was heavily affected by the
COVID-19 crisis. Lockdowns imposed across
the region directly impacted growth, with
the region’s economy contracting by 9.4% in
2020, compared to 3% globally. Despite the
initial devastation of the pandemic, there are
signs that the economic outlook is beginning
to improve: the International Monetary Fund is
predicting that the region’s economy will grow
by 4.1% in 2021.
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Data analysis
continued
Sector breakdown
The financial services sector generated the
highest deal value across all industries, with a
total of US$25.1bn recorded. Largely due to
the previously mentioned Hapvida-Notre Dame
tie-up, the sector increased its share of overall
M&A from 7% in H1 2020 to 37.4% in the first
six months of this year.
The energy, mining & utilities sector also
attracted a string of big-ticket deals, pushing
aggregate value to US$14.1bn – more than
seven times H1 2020’s US$1.8bn. The highest
valued deal to take place in the sector was US
energy infrastructure company New Fortress
Energy’s acquisition of liquefied natural gas
(LNG) provider Hygo Energy Transition. The
deal, valued at US$3.1bn, is indicative of the
global shift towards clean energy sources.
LNG is seen as a cleaner alternative to fossil
fuels such as oil and coal. The deal follows a law
passed in October 2020, opening up Brazil’s
natural gas distribution and LNG markets to
private investors, which looks set to encourage
further international interest in the sector.
In another deal that highlights the investment
appeal of clean energy, US energy
infrastructure company Sempra Energy
acquired the remaining 26.24% stake in
Mexican natural gas provider Infraestructura
Energetica Nova (IEnova). Once complete,
Sempra plans to combine IEnova and its
LNG division to form a new unit focusing on
LNG and natural gas infrastructure, as well as
renewable energy generation.
Latin America’s technology start-up scene
is also attracting a good deal of attention.
mergermarket.com

As Giraldo puts it, “Technology is the most
promising sector across all levels, with strong
activity across countries, especially in Brazil,
Colombia and Mexico.”
Exits post new record
Private equity activity within the region – both
buyouts and exits – remained resilient in the
first half of 2021. Exit activity was a particular
highlight, with a deal value of US$16bn
recorded in H1 – concentrated almost entirely
in Q1 – already far above all annual totals on
record. Deal volume was also impressive, with a
total of 31 exits reaching the highest half-yearly
total on record.
Several big-ticket exits were behind this
activity, including Bain Capital’s US$9.9bn
sale of Notre Dame Intermedica Participacoes
within the financial services spac.
Outlook
The healthy dealmaking activity witnessed in
H1 2021 displays both an underlying market
resilience and enduring appeal for highgrowth assets. International interest remains
undeterred despite the economic and social
challenges the region has experienced, with
the energy industry drawing particular interest
from across the globe.
The surge in activity seen in H1 took place
against improving economic conditions within
the region, with major economies seeing a
return to growth over the course of 2021. As
the outlook brightens, dealmaker optimism will
increase even further.
Yet challenges remain. A potential resurgence
of the virus in the latter half of the year will

frustrate economic recovery and could put the
brakes on dealmaking activity.
While there are potential headwinds on the
horizon, the stage looks set for regional
dealmaking to continue its comeback during
the second half of the year.

Looking for more insights into the Latin
America market?
View our discussion here
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Top deals

Announcement
date

Target company

Target dominant
sector

Target dominant
geography

Bidder company

Bidder dominant
geography

Seller company

Seller dominant
geography

27-Feb-21

Notre Dame Intermedica
Participacoes SA

Financial services

Brazil

Hapvida Participacoes e
Investimentos SA

Brazil

Bain Capital LP

USA

9,908

01-Feb-21

XP Inc (41.05% stake)

Financial services

Brazil

Itau Unibanco Holding SA
(Shareholders)

Brazil

Itaú Unibanco Holding SA

Brazil

9,886

13-Apr-21

Grupo Televisa SAB (Media,
Content and Production Assets)

Media

Mexico

Univision Communications
Inc

USA

Grupo Televisa SAB

Mexico

4,800

13-Jan-21

Hygo Energy Transition Ltd

Energy, mining &
utilities

Brazil

New Fortress Energy LLC

USA

Golar LNG Limited; and
Stonepeak Infrastructure
Partners

USA

08-Feb-21

Biosev SA

Consumer

Brazil

Raizen Energia SA

Brazil

Louis Dreyfus Company BV

Netherlands

12-Apr-21

Brasil Telecom Comunicacao
Multimidia SA

Telecommunications

Brazil

Globenet Cabos
Submarinos SA

Brazil

2,275

28-Jun-21

Banco C6 SA (40% stake)

Financial services

Brazil

JPMorgan Chase & Co

USA

2,028

26-Apr-21

Infraestructura Energetica Nova
SAB de CV (26.24% stake)

Energy, mining &
utilities

Mexico

Sempra Energy

USA

1,687

24-Mar-21

Landulpho Alves Refinery

Energy, mining &
utilities

Brazil

Mubadala Capital

United Arab
Emirates

15-Mar-21

Enel Americas SA (10% stake)

Energy, mining &
utilities

Chile

Enel SpA

Italy

mergermarket.com

Petroleo Brasileiro SA

Brazil

Deal value
(€m)

3,100

2,719

1,650
1,472
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Criteria

Contacts

All data is based on transactions over USD 5m and is based on
the Mergermarket’s M&A deals database. Deals with undisclosed
deal values are included where the target’s turnover exceeds
USD 10m. Deals where the effective stake acquired is less
than 30% will only be included if the value is greater than
USD 100m. Full deal inclusion criteria can be found here.

Sponsorship Sales Manager
Chris Coe
chris.coe@iongroup.com
+44 20 3741 1075
Event Manager
Lisa Maughan
lisa.maughan@iongroup.com
+44 20 3741 1112

Press Relations

Trend data: Based on the dominant geography of the
target company and excludes lapsed and withdrawn
bids. Sector trends based on the dominant sector of
the target.
Global cross-border M&A: Based on the dominant
geography of the target and bidder company being
in a different region.
Inbound: The dominant geography of the target is
Latin America and the dominant geography of the
bidder is any other region excluding Latin America.
Outbound: The dominant geography of the bidder is
Portugal and the dominant geography of the target is
any other region excluding Latin America.
Top deals: Based on the dominant geography of the
target company.

League tables: Based on the dominant geography
of the target, bidder or seller, and excludes lapsed
and withdrawn bids. Private equity buyout league
tables are based on advisors advising the bidder only
on buyout deals with target dominant geography
being the country/region and excludes lapsed and
withdrawn bids. Private equity exit league tables based
on advisors advising the target/seller on exit deal with
target dominant geography being the country/region
and excludes lapsed and withdrawn bids.
All values are in EUR
M&A Trends and Top Deals correct as of 9am (GMT),
16-Jul-2021.

Global
Lindsay Spivak
lindsay.spivak@iongroup.com
+1 212 390 7801

iDeals
America Latina
Lina Giraldo
lina.giraldo@idealscorp.com
Esther Deona
esther.deona@idealscorp.com
Brazil
Jose Barros
jose.barros@idealscorp.com
Flávio Corrêa
flavio.correa@idealscorp.com
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Mergermarket is an Acuris company

In M&A, information is the most valuable currency. Mergermarket reports
on deals 6-24 months before they become public knowledge, giving our
subscribers a powerful competitive advantage. With the largest network
of dedicated M&A journalists and analysts, Mergermarket offers the most
comprehensive M&A intelligence service available today. Our reporters
are based in 67 locations across the Americas, Europe, Asia-Pacific, the
Middle East and Africa.

iDeals
iDeals is a sophisticated and trusted virtual data room provider implemented and
tested by investment bankers, lawyers and top managers of enterprises around
the world.
As the most result-oriented and flexible company in the market, iDeals always
listen to the customers and offer them the most secure, comfortable and fast
solution to achieve their strategic goals in any kind of transactions such as M&A,
Fundraising and investor reporting by providing a secure and intuitive VDR.
Learn more about idealsvdr.com

mergermarket.com

EMEA
10 Queen Street Place
London
EC4R 1BE
United Kingdom

Americas
1345 Avenue of the Americas
49th floor
New York, NY 10105
USA

Asia
9/F Standard Chartered Bank
Building
4-4A Des Voeux Road, Central
Hong Kong

+44 203 741 1000

+1 212 686 5606

+852 2158 9769

